Asmodeus

In the East, the title Amitayus means “Infinite, boundless light, infinite boundless life and infinite consciousness.” The title Ami relates to the crown chakra in the East and the word for enlightenment by fully opening such. In Tayus, the T and D are double letters in the East and West. Tayus is also Dayus, which means Day in the old Indo-European and is the meaning of the rune Dagaz. It’s also the name of Dyaus Pitar, the ancient name of Zeus, which became Deus later on. The name of Germany, that of Deutschland, comes from the name of Deus or Teu, the God Tyr. Just as Austria comes from Ostara, the Goddess Astarte the Goddess of spring, Zeus is Jupiter, the crown chakra. In the Baltic regions of Europe, He is called Deivas, which is obviously from the Sanskrit Deva, which means God. In Sanskrit Dyaus is called Akasha and relates to space, the ether, which Zeus represents to the Greeks. In Sanskrit, Dyaus also means day-lit sky.

The Jews make special mention of their hate for Asmodeus in their Talmud and attempts to bind Him all which fail in the end. The Jews call him The King of Demons. Dyaus is mentioned in the Rig Veda numerous times as an important deity. The Rig Veda is eight thousand years old and predates Judaism by thousands of years.
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